NARROWING THE GENDER PAY GAP BY PROVIDING EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES:
The Need for Tenured Female Professors in Higher STEM Institutions in an Effort to Recast Gender Norms

Claire R. Rollor*

INTRODUCTION: BUILDING EQUAL OPPORTUNITY FROM UNEQUAL PAY & UNEQUAL WORK

Men and women in the United States do not perform “equal work.” The slogan “equal pay for equal work” has become heavily associated with modern data suggesting that women earn around 81 cents for every dollar men earn (.81/1), but is misleading and a misrepresentation of the United States’ employment environment. The .81/1 figure represents the median earnings of all U.S. women divided by the median earnings of all U.S. men.\(^1\) The “median wage” is the estimated data point that represents “the boundary between the highest paid 50 percent and the lowest paid 50 percent.”\(^2\) The .81/1 figure does not represent the salaries of men and women with similar background training who are employed in the same field. When a man and woman have similar background training, and they are newly employed in the same field, there is still an unaccountable salary difference of 5%.\(^3\) Ten years later, the wage gap between these male and female counterparts increases to 12%.\(^4\)

*Associate, Kenyon & Kenyon LLP, New York City, New York. J.D., 2013 University of Maryland School of Law.

1 Women’s Bureau, U.S. Dep’t of Labor, Women in the Labor Force in 2010, available at http://www.dol.gov/wb/factsheets/Qf-laborforce-10.htm (providing that the median weekly earnings of women were $669 [or $34,788 when extrapolated out for a year] and that the median weekly earnings of men were $824 [or $42,848 when extrapolated out for a year]).


4 Id.; see also Econ. & Statistics Admin., U.S. Dep’t of Commerce, ESA Issue
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These 5-12% salary differences, however, are a fairly small part of the problem. The median U.S. male’s salary is $42,848 (“Median U.S. Male pay”).\(^5\) A woman making 95% of the Median U.S. Male pay would earn $40,705.60, and a woman making 88% of the Median U.S. Male pay would earn $37,706.24 (“Median U.S. Female pay”). Shockingly, the Median U.S. Female pay is only $34,788, which is still significantly less than either the 95% or 88% figures.\(^6\) Aside from this unaccountable difference in salary, there remain mainstream societal issues that must be tackled to promote equal employment opportunities among men and women.

Unsurprisingly, men and women have traditionally gravitated to different types of employment. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the top ten most common fields of employment for women in the U.S. (“Female Track Jobs”) are secretaries and administrative assistants, elementary and middle school teachers, registered nurses, nursing, psychiatric, and home health aides, customer service representatives, first-line supervisors of retail sales workers, cashiers, accountants and auditors, first-line supervisors of office and administrative support workers, and receptionists and information clerks.\(^7\) The top ten most common occupations for men in the United States (“Male Track Jobs”) are driver/sales workers and truck drivers, managers, first-line supervisors of retail sales workers, janitors and building cleaners, laborers and freight, stock, and material movers, construction laborers, cooks, software developers, and sales representatives in wholesale and manufacturing.\(^8\) The average salary for the top twenty Female Track Jobs is around

---

\(^5\) See Women’s Bureau, U.S. Dep’t of Labor, supra note 1.

\(^6\) It should be noted here however, that as salary increases, so does the actual dollar amount of the corresponding gap between male and female earnings. For example, 95% of the Median U.S. Male pay may be $40,705.60 ($2,142.40 less), but 95% of a male earning $100,000 would be $95,000 ($5,000 less). The amount of unaccountable differences become more pronounced at higher pay, which is more of an issue for women with advanced degrees, who tend to earn higher wages.


\(^8\) Id.
$34,534.21 a year, whereas the average salary for the top twenty Male Track Jobs is around $45,452.63.\(^9\)

A quick scan of these employment titles and corresponding salaries sparks several philosophical and theoretical discussions. First, are Female Track Jobs worth, on average, $8,460.40 less than Male Track Jobs? Second, is the physical labor-intensive element found in many of the Male Track Jobs accountable for the pay differences? Third, do the Male Track Jobs pay more because they are more often populated by male employees, or do they pay more because the sort of work performed in these jobs is actually worth more to society?\(^10\) These questions, while interesting to think about, do not lend themselves easily to solutions. However, a more useful series of propositions can be drawn from these employment and salary facts.

First, Male Track Jobs are associated with higher salaries than Female Track Jobs. Second, females tend to not populate Male Track Jobs. A combination of these two propositions and common sense yields the underlying premise: for females to earn, on average, higher salaries, they need to seek employment in more Male Track Jobs.\(^11\) The following discussion addresses barriers preventing women from entering science related fields (and all of the associated Male Track Jobs), and suggests how altering the interplay between legal redress and female faculty members who have been denied tenure in science related fields may increase equal employment opportunities for the next generation of women.

Women face extreme obstacles in breaking into the fields of science, technology, engineering, and math (“STEM”). The dearth of women in these higher paying fields has resulted in negative repercussions for female careers in today’s economy.\(^12\) One particular-

\(^9\) Id.

\(^10\) The data provided for Female Track Jobs and Male Track Jobs included salary representations for men and women who worked full-time positions only. One common theory that often pops up in gender wage gap discussions is that women tend to work fewer hours than men, and that women more often work part time jobs. See, e.g., Glynn, supra note 3 (stating that some critics argue that the wage gap is perpetuated by men’s longer hours and by women taking time out of the workforce when they have children). Although that information is pertinent to the gender pay gap discussion as a whole, the data included here represents full-time pay behavior only and allows for analysis beyond hourly discrepancies.


\(^12\) See generally Econ. & Statistics Admin., U.S. Dep’t of Commerce, supra note 4, at 7 (stressing that college-educated women earn 20% more in STEM
ly challenging issue career STEM women face is achieving tenure status. Part I of this article describes the current role female faculty play in STEM fields and the typical tenure policies in higher educational institutions across the U.S. Part II then looks at the laws and regulations associated with females achieving tenure in the STEM fields, with Part III analyzing the discriminatory effects felt by STEM female faculty members. Finally, Part IV explores several approaches to cure the deficiency of tenured STEM females.

I. Unequal Work: Women Are Not Adequately Represented Among Tenured Academic Employees at Various STEM Educational Institutions

Across the country at higher-level educational institutions, female faculty members almost invariably remain in the minority among the tenured STEM faculty members. Several factors must be considered in support of this assertion: a) the number of women entering into STEM fields; b) the number of women entering into the STEM academia environment; c) the number of women applying for STEM tenure track positions; d) the factors considered in granting tenure for STEM applicants at various institutions; e) the number of female faculty who are actually granted tenure at STEM institutions; and f) the options available to STEM female faculty after being denied tenure.

A. Women Entering STEM Fields

After high school, men and women both enter into institutions of higher education in approximately equal numbers, but there are far fewer women entering STEM fields of study. STEM fields

jobs than in other career options).

13 See infra Part I.
14 See infra Part II.
15 See infra Part III.
16 See infra Part IV.
17 See generally Joan Burrelli, Nat’l Science Found., NSF 08-308 Thirty-Three Years of Women in S&E Faculty Positions 4 (2008), available at http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/infbrief/nsf08308/ (discussing that tenure or tenure track faculty in science and engineering related fields were still only 28% female in 2006).
18 See infra Part I.a.
19 See infra Part I.b.
20 See infra Part I.c.
21 See infra Part I.d.
22 See infra Part I.e.
23 See infra Part I.f.
of study may include, but are not limited to: engineering, biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, and computer science. One scholar has provided a variety of reasons why women are not well-represented in STEM fields, including women’s scores on the SAT mathematics section, women’s lack of interest in math and science, and women’s inaccurate judgments of their mathematical abilities. Others suggest that women’s under-representation relates to “innate biological differences” between males and females. However, most scholars argue that there is no empirical evidence suggesting females, generally, are not as capable as men in STEM fields, but rather that societal influences have impressed upon women

education-colleges-men-women.htm (providing that as of 2010, women represent around 57% of college students while men represent the remaining 43%). According to the 2010 Census, around 55.7% of college freshmen were female students and the remaining 44.3% were male students. U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE UNITED STATES: 2012, TABLE 286. COLLEGE FRESHMEN—SUMMARY CHARACTERISTICS: 1980 TO 2010, available at www.census.gov/compendia/statab/2012/tables/12s0286.pdf; see also AAUW, supra note 11, at 6-12 for statistical and graphical support that women are lagging behind male counterparts in entering almost every academic STEM field.


27 See Psychoanalysis Q-and-A: Steven Pinker, HARV. CRIMSON, Jan. 19, 2005, available at http://pinker.wjh.harvard.edu/articles/media/2005_01_19_crimson.html; see also The Science of Gender and Science: Pinker vs. Spelke, EDGE (May 16, 2005), http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/debate05/debate05_index.html (transcript, audio, and video of a debate between Professors Elizabeth Spelke and Steven Pinker discussing discrepancies between the abilities of men and women with respect to their quantitative and spatial reasoning); see also Lucy M. Stark, Exposing Hostile Environments for Female Graduate Students in Academic Science Laboratories: The McDonnell Douglas Burden-Shifting Framework as a Paradigm for Analyzing the “Women in Science” Problem, 31 HARV. J.L. & GENDER 101, 102 (2008) (referring to a group of MIT professors that noted the low incidence of women in the sciences was evidence of systemic discrimination).
that science and math are improper intellectual pursuits for females.\textsuperscript{28} Regardless of the reason, women tend to avoid majors in these fields.\textsuperscript{29}

The lack of women studying in STEM fields has obvious negative consequences for post-graduate employment opportunities. Occupations in fields that pay well often involve engineering and natural sciences, which not only require that employees have strengths in science and math,\textsuperscript{30} but also almost always require that they have a degree in a STEM field. As a result, women are over-represented as employees in lower paying fields.\textsuperscript{31} This over-representation has several effects.

First, women workers have traditionally been most susceptible to layoffs during a recession, and in the current recession, unemployed women have struggled to find work more than their male counterparts.\textsuperscript{32} Second, female employees are more likely than their male household partner to leave the workplace to care for a family. Finally, and perhaps most discouragingly, females earn less money on average than men.\textsuperscript{33}

B. \textit{The STEM Academic Environment & Women}

Many women who intend to pursue a teaching career in STEM fields remain in school in order to obtain a postdoctoral degree. Women particularly face many challenges attempting to continue their studies in STEM fields. For example, the requirements


\textsuperscript{29} AAUW, supra note 11, at 5-12.


\textsuperscript{31} See Valian, supra note 26, at 192.


\textsuperscript{33} Id., at 2 (showing that in 2010 the median weekly earnings of women was only $669, while men’s earnings were $824; women earned roughly 81% of the male earnings).
driven by the inflexible laboratory environment place pressure on women who would like to start a family.34

Beyond the laboratory, there is rampant sex discrimination in awarding fellowships. Fellowships are commonly granted as a program, and an associated award, that allows the postdoctoral student to bypass a basic teaching requirement that tends to detract from their research opportunities.35 In fact, an evaluation of fellowships granted by the Swedish Medical Research Council showed that women had to be objectively ranked around five times higher than the male applicants in order to achieve a similar subjective ranking from a senior scientist.36 Furthermore, female applicants made up 46% of the applicants, but only 20% of those awarded fellowships.37 This data seems to suggest that the odds are against a women’s entry into STEM employment from the beginning.38

C. Female Applicants for STEM Tenure Track Positions

In academia, the concept of tenure is widespread and well accepted. In a traditional academic environment, faculty members are hired to fill specific positions, such as assistant professorships, associate professorships, and professorships.39 Some institutions also employ part-time professors called adjuncts, who may also maintain a parallel active position in their field.40 Each of these positions is categorized by the educational institution as either tenure-track or non-tenure track. It is typical for the tenure decision to be made

34 See generally Stark, supra note 28, at 113-14; see also AAUW, supra note 11, at 12, fig. 9 (showing that although major progress has been made by women earning doctorates, as of 2006, women represent around 20% or fewer of the degrees earned in subjects such as computer science [21.3%], engineering [20.2%], and physics [16.9%]).

35 See Stanley Coben, Foundation Officials and Fellowships: Innovation in the Patronage of Science, 14 MINERVA 225, 226 (1976) (providing that post-doctorate students often use fellowship grants to escape the tedium of the basic teaching requirements and instead spend their time investigating math and science matters in laboratories).

36 VALIAN, supra note 26, at 234-35.

37 Id. at 234.

38 Nonetheless, progress is being made on the postdoctoral front. In the 2000-2001 academic year, women represented around 44% of doctoral recipients. AM. ASS’N OF UNIV. WOMEN EDUC. FOUND. & AM. ASS’N OF UNIV. WOMEN LEGAL ADVOCACY FUND, TENURE DENIED: CASES OF SEX DISCRIMINATION IN ACADEMIA 1 (Susan K. Dyer ed., 2004) [hereinafter AAUW EDUC. FOUND. & AAUW LEGAL ADVOCACY FUND]. Twenty years earlier, in 1980-1981, women had been only 32% of the doctoral recipients.

39 VALIAN, supra note 26, at 218.

40 See Marianna Torgovnick, How to Handle an Adjunct, 33 C. COMPOSITION & COMM. DEC. 1982, at 454-55.
and divulged to the faculty candidate at some point between her fifth and seventh year of employment at the institution.41

Tenure-track positions are highly coveted as they have a distinct likelihood of leading to tenure. Tenure is defined as “a promise of lifetime employment awarded to scholars who demonstrate excellence in scholarship, teaching, and service.”42 Most successful career paths to tenure begin with an assistant professorship position.43 A candidate most frequently receives tenure while either at the professional rank of full professorship or associate professorship.44 Statistics show that “95 percent of full professors, 83 percent of associate professors, 14 percent of assistant professors, 3 percent of instructors, and 2 percent of lecturers held tenure.”45

Non-tenure track positions are generally considered less prestigious. Adjuncts are nearly always considered non-tenure track positions, which earn significantly less money and are reviewed on a semester or yearly basis.46 Non-tenure track positions may last an indefinite number of contract terms, but these faculty members are often encouraged or required to leave if they are not promoted to a tenure position within a certain time period.

With respect to tenure-track positions, around 60% of STEM women were in tenured or tenure track positions, but 77% of their male counterparts were in tenured or tenure track positions in 1993.47 Unsurprisingly, there is a higher percentage of women in STEM non-tenure track positions, with 14 percent of women, as compared to 8 percent of men, in these positions.48

41 Valian, supra note 26, at 218.
42 AAUW Educ. Found. & AAUW Legal Advocacy Fund, supra note 38, at 2. According to the landmark Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure made in 1940 by the American Association of University Professors and the Association of American Colleges, tenured faculty can be fired “only for adequate cause except in the case of retirement for age, or under extraordinary circumstances because of financial exigencies.” Id. at 2-3. Once a faculty member becomes tenured, she may be dismissed only for “adequate cause, financial exigency, or a change in university programs.” Mary Hora, The Courts and Academia: Tenure Discrimination Claims Against Colleges and Universities, 30 J.L. & Educ. 349, 350 (2001).
43 See Valian, supra note 26, at 218.
44 AAUW Educ. Found. & AAUW Legal Advocacy Fund, supra note 38, at 1, n.1.
45 Id. (citing the U.S. Dep’t of Educ. tbl.242 (2002)).
46 See Torgovnick, supra note 40, at 454-56 (describing that schools use adjuncts to avoid paying an assistant professor salary and to maintain flexibility within the department).
47 See Valian, supra note 26, at 233.
48 Id.
D. Factors Considered in STEM Tenure Decisions

Tenure decisions are highly regulated at each educational institution. The decisions take place after a “probationary period” review, which usually occurs within four years of the initial appointment, and also after a “tenure review,” which occurs around five to seven years after a candidate begins working at an institution. Typically, each institution has a predetermined policy regarding its “tenure clock,” and there are varying rules as to when the tenure clock starts and stops. Many institutions also offer policies that allow a candidate to pause the tenure clock for personal, health, or pregnancy absences.

During the tenure review, a candidate’s particular department within the institution will perform a detailed analysis of the candidate’s credentials. The department, or a review committee from within, looks to a set of criteria (“Tenure Factors”) when forming a recommendation. The Tenure Factors vary across institutions and departments, but they generally include a review of the candidate’s research, teaching, and service. Some institutions have also begun to include “Collegiality” as a fourth major factor. Other criteria may include peer evaluations from faculty, outside expert recommendations, student evaluations, and projected needs. The department review committee inspects the supporting Tenure Factors and reports on these credentials in an informal recommendation, which is forwarded to the dean of the institution. The dean of the institution makes the final decision regarding the candidate’s tenure status.
institution then issues a formal recommendation. The dean’s decision is then sent to the final decision-maker, either the institution’s provost or a board of trustees, who almost always defer to the dean’s recommendation. The provost or board of trustees then announces the tenure decision to the candidate.

This comment will review the detailed tenure policies of ten STEM higher education institutions; five public universities and five private universities. Tenure in public institutions tends to be governed by statute, and tenure in private institutions is more often governed by contract. The five public institutions include the University of Maryland, College Park (“UMCP”), University of Minnesota (“UMN”), University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (“UIUC”), Purdue University (“Purdue”), and University of Michigan, Ann Arbor (“UMI”). The five private institutions include Johns Hopkins University (“JHU”), Carnegie Mellon University (“CMU”), Massachusetts Institute of Technology (“MIT”), Princeton University (“Princeton”), and Duke University (“Duke”). Overall, each institution generally reviews the three typical Tenure Factors.

i. Public Institutions

Each STEM higher education institution weighs the Tenure Factors in a different manner. UMCP mandates that “each of the categories shall be considered in every decision.” However, the academic departments at UMCP are allowed to weigh the Tenure Factors differently according to their own needs. The UMCP tenure policy states that “decisions must also take account of the academic needs of the department . . . and institution at the time of appointment and the projected needs at the time of consideration for tenure.” UMI tenure policies mirror those of UMCP. They also require a traditional review of the three Tenure Factors and further allow each individual school “to develop...procedures” consistent with its overarching institutional policy.

On the other hand, the UMN tenure policy requires the committee to review relevant material to the candidate’s tenure application, including the candidate’s “scholarly research or other creative

---

57 Hora, supra note 42, at 351.
58 Id.
59 Id. note 51, at 11-12.
60 Id. at 11.
61 Id.
work, teaching, and service.” The UMN tenure policy states that scholarly achievement and teaching are to be given “primary emphasis” and that “service alone cannot qualify the candidate for tenure.” UMN also considers, if applicable, “[i]nterdisciplinary work, public engagement, international activities and initiatives, attention to questions of diversity, technology transfer, and other special kinds of professional activity . . .”

The UIUC tenure policy, however, states that the “overriding criterion” is whatever is in the best interest of the University of Illinois. In the UIUC review of the three typical criteria, the school recognizes that “the three need not be treated equally.” At UIUC, the “primary basis” for tenure is evidence of teaching and research, while only some consideration is given to “evidence of valuable public engagement or service to the University and professional communities.”

Currently, Purdue is undergoing dramatic changes to its tenure policy. In the past, it has considered “discovery, learning and engagement” as the necessary elements of review, which are merely variations of the typical research, teaching, and service Tenure Factors. To update its tenure policy, Purdue is now considering the addition of a “Collegiality” factor, and it has also proposed additional tenure factors to measure interdisciplinary work and joint appointments.

Although each public institution appears to be reviewing the same Tenure Factors, the Tenure Factors themselves vary from institution to institution. Each school’s policy either describes the factor with broad, sweeping language or with extreme particularity that includes various additional factors. For instance, definitions of “research” vary across the public institutions. One school merely

---

63 UMN Tenure Policy, supra note 52, §9.2.  
64 Id.  
65 Id.  
67 Id. at 6.  
describes the Tenure Factor as an evaluation of “performance in research, scholarship, and creative activity.” At another institution, the research factor is defined as including “research or other scholarly contributions or creative work” that is conducted on the “basis of descriptions and evaluations” of the scholarship, not the actual scholarship itself, and a research statement from the candidate including plans for future work. The third school, UIUC, focuses on the “two most important publications or creative works,” “the departmental evaluation of future potential,” “a statement of research goals and accomplishments,” and the “quality of execution, the significance of the topics, and the impact on the field.” Research at Purdue and UMI, however, is even more complex. At Purdue, the research factor requires a review of a laundry list of aspects including “citations and h-indices vs. number of publications in high impact journals” and “licensed technology instead of invention disclosures or both.” At UMI, a candidate’s reviewable research includes both “scholarly ability and attainments,” where attainments may include successes “in the realm of scientific investigation, in the realm of constructive contributions, or in the realm of creative arts.”

The Tenure Factor “service” also includes a range of review criteria. The criteria may merely include “performance of professional service to the university, the profession, or the community.” Alternatively, service may be reduced to a review of a “summary and narrative of the candidate’s service activities.” Meanwhile,

---

70 UMCP Tenure Policy, supra note 51.
71 UMN Tenure Policy, supra note 52.
72 UIUC Tenure Policy, supra note 66, at 13.
73 Change to the Promotion and Tenure Task Force, Office of the Provost, Nov. 7, 2011, available at http://www.purdue.edu/provost/documents/Promotion%20%20Tenure%20Task%20Force%20Charge%20-%20Final%2011%202011.pdf. Purdue also looks to “outcomes of sponsored research instead of or in addition to dollars awarded.” Id.
74 5.B Criteria for Appointment and Promotion of Instructional Faculty, The University of Michigan Faculty Handbook (1954), http://www.provost.umich.edu/faculty/handbook/5/5.B.html [hereinafter “UMI Criteria for Promotion”]. For research factors, UMI also looks to the traditional “quality of their published and other creative work, the range and variety of their intellectual interests, their success in training graduate and professional students in scholarly methods, and their participation in professional associations and in the editing of professional journals.”
75 UMCP Tenure Policy, supra note 51, at 11.
76 Procedures for Reviewing Tenure and/or Promotion: Tenure-Track and Tenured Faculty, HUMAN RESOURCES POLICIES: CONTRACTS AND GOVERNING DOCUMENTS, II.F.4.v, http://policy.umn.edu/Policies/hr/Contracts/TENURE_PROC01.html.
UIUC, provides in its tenure policy that the service factor encompasses “public engagement activities, professional/disciplinary service and university service” matters. UIUC’s policy goes on to state that public engagement efforts will be evaluated with the same rigor that is used in evaluations of “Teaching” and “Research.” It is unclear from the UIUC tenure policy if this heightened review of service is intended to increase or diminish the role of that Tenure Factor, especially given that elsewhere in the tenure policy, it is described as playing a secondary role to the other two Tenure Factors. Service may also include a review of the candidate’s “impact on policy as well as or instead of participation on committees.”

Other criteria that may go into a service review are “administrative tasks, counseling, clinical duties, and specialty training programs” along with rendering “extramural services.”

The criteria for “teaching” follow the same ambiguous mold as the other two Tenure Factors. UMCP requires a Teaching evaluation to review candidates with the expectation of “[s]uperior teaching and academic advisement.” Both UMN and UIUC evaluate the candidates in part on a statement by the candidate regarding her teaching philosophy. Additionally, most of the programs require student and peer evaluations regarding teaching prowess, although they differ on whether current students should be included in the student evaluations. Some schools also look to less typical review criteria, including “the number and kind of courses and students taught vs. how creative pedagogy changed the teaching and learning of a discipline.”

ii. Private Institutions

Private STEM institutions also vary in their balancing of the importance of the three Tenure Factors. Overall, the language of the

77 UIUC Tenure Policy, supra note 66, at 12-13.
78 UIUC Tenure Policy, supra note 66, at 7.
79 Change to the Promotion and Tenure Task Force, supra note 73.
80 UMI Criteria for Promotion, supra note 74.
81 UMCP Tenure Policy, supra note 51, at 12.
82 See Procedures for Reviewing Tenure and/or Promotion, supra note 76.
83 Id.; see also UIUC Tenure Policy, supra note 66, at 11-12 (specifying that students not currently enrolled in the candidate’s classes should be approached); see also UMCP Tenure Policy, supra note 51, at 12 (opinions of students should be generally included in a teaching evaluation).
84 Change to the Promotion and Tenure Task Force, supra note 73. UIUC also advocates strongly for peer observation and classroom visits conducted by other faculty members. UIUC Tenure Policy, supra note 66, at 11. Michigan looks to numerous factors not discussed in other policies including: “ability to stimulate youthful minds, capacity for cooperation, and enthusiastic devotion to teaching.” UMI Tenure Policy, supra note 74.
private STEM tenure policies promotes agendas that, in particular, encourage competitive faculty retention. For example, JHU Engineering School’s tenure policy states, “[e]ach appointment or promotion should be conducted so as to attract or retain faculty whose scholarly achievements, teaching ability, and qualities of university citizenship are superb.”85 In comparison to public STEM institutions, these five private STEM institutions place less emphasis on the service factor.86 MIT tenure policy also requires a review of the same three Factors, but renames the service factor, which by itself is not a sufficient basis to award tenure, “extramural activity.”87 However, at CMU, the tenure policy includes only two factors, including “Teaching and Other Educational Activities” and “Research, Scholarly or Artistic Activities.”88 Although a quick glance might suggest that CMU has scrapped the service Tenure Factor entirely, it has instead definitively re-delegated it to a level subsidiary to the other prominent Tenure Factors.89 Different than the other institutions, Duke requires its tenure candidates to “document a continuous high-quality performance in at minimum two of the . . . three components . . . ” without suggesting that teaching and research factors always take the primary roles.90

“Research” at these STEM institutions plays even more of an important role. Scholarly achievements are measured by their peer acceptance and by comparisons to other work performed by peers

85 Appointment and Promotion Procedures for Tenure Track Faculty in the Krieger School of Arts and Sciences and the Whiting School of Engineering, WHITING SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING FACULTY AND STAFF RESOURCES 1 (2004), available at http://engineering.jhu.edu/include/content/pdf/adr/Procedures2.pdf [hereinafter JHU Tenure Policy].


89 Id. (providing the essence of the service factor in a category called “other considerations”).

in the field. Private institutions, like CMU, require their STEM faculty to have more of a record of their accomplishments. This includes “publications, commissions, inventions and works of art; the record of recognition, including prizes, honors from professional societies, exhibitions and critical reviews of publications, artistic production and research proposals, and the considered opinions of outstanding experts in the candidate’s field . . . ” These scholars must be “of first rank” and “show promise of continued contribution to scholarship.” Princeton, on the other hand, merely requires that their candidates prove “abilities as an outstanding scholar.” Duke follows suit and asks only that candidates demonstrate “intellectual development and leadership” that “reflect a serious and sustained commitment to the life of scholarship.”

With respect to “teaching,” the private STEM institutions have instituted a somewhat secondary review process. According to an opinion column in *The Daily Princetonian* in December of 2003, the University President went so far as to advise “junior faculty not to focus so much on teaching undergraduates” and instead suggested that “if they want to obtain the holy grail of tenure they should concentrate on scholarly research…as their ‘first and foremost’ priority.” However, the Princeton tenure policy itself states that candidate’s “[p]roved abilities as an outstanding…teacher with the capacity to make important contributions to the department shall be essential qualifications for appointment as professor,” and does not express such a disregard for the teaching Tenure Factor. MIT tenure policy follows the University President’s advice from *The Daily Princetonian* and deemphasizes teaching. Nonetheless, CMU, JHU, and Duke take a more traditional approach to the teaching Tenure Factor. CMU policy dictates that STEM faculty must show “competence in teaching,” and states that this can be demonstrated through “colleague evaluations and meaningful student evaluations” in addition to a review of new course development, advising undergraduate and graduate students, laboratory or classroom instruction, and educational publications. The JHU

---

91 See JHU Tenure Policy, supra note 85, at 2.
92 CMU Tenure Policy, supra note 88.
93 MIT Tenure Policy, supra note 87.
94 Princeton Tenure Policy, supra note 86.
95 Duke Tenure Policy, supra note 90, at 3-1, 3-2.
97 MIT Tenure Policy, supra note 87. MIT documentation states that these candidates “must also demonstrate outstanding teaching and university service; however, teaching and service are not a sufficient basis for awarding tenure.” Id.
98 CMU Tenure Policy, supra note 88.
teaching Tenure Factor focuses on a consultation of student evaluations and a review of the record of work performed in graduate dissertations. At Duke, “[g]ood teaching…should be expected.”

As stated previously, “service” is not really a serious consideration in these private STEM institutions. Of the policies reviewed, the most attention provided to the subject is available from the JHU tenure policy. JHU’s tenure policy suggests looking to see whether “the candidate’s expertise is helpful or necessary to the support of other programs at Hopkins . . .”

Overall, a review of ten STEM tenure policies suggests that the use of these “objective” Tenure Factors has become a façade that actually facilitates subjective tenure decision-making. At private STEM institutions, the ultimate emphasis for a tenure decision is almost entirely on the research Tenure Factor. However, these institutions place an inordinate amount of emphasis on scholarly acceptance of that research, which may run contrary to the objectives of tenure. At public STEM institutions, there is more of a balanced weighing of the three Tenure Factors, but the variety of un-weighted criteria that are used in the decision-making process for each Tenure Factor allow for arbitrary results and little accountability.

E. Women with Tenure for STEM Positions

Females who have achieved tenure in STEM positions are still not on equal footing with their male peers. Women in tenured STEM positions are still likely to experience inequality in terms of pay. In addition, the tenured women in STEM fields remain greatly outnumbered by their male counterparts. In science and engineering fields around 61% of men had tenure as opposed to around 35% of women in 1993. In their paths to tenure, STEM female faculty as compared to social science female faculty, have also fallen behind. Women with STEM Ph.Ds tend to be a rank behind their male peers, while women with doctorates in the social sciences tend to be slightly closer in rank to their male peers.

The largest discrepancies are visible in engineering, where female engineering faculty members make up only 4% of the faculty in engineering departments in 1993.
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104 VALIAN, supra note 26, at 233.
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106 Id. at 233.
However, some modern trends provide an encouraging outlook for future female STEM faculty pursuing tenure. Women who have more recently obtained doctorates in STEM fields are more likely to be on a tenure track status than women with doctorates had previously. There is only a 7% differential in percentages of tenure-track applicants who achieved a Ph.D after 1985, but there is a 16% differential between male and female applicants who achieved their Ph.Ds prior to 1985.\textsuperscript{107}

\section*{F. Tenure Denial: Options Available for STEM Female Faculty}

Once female STEM faculty members are denied tenure at their educational institution, they have a few options. First, the female faculty member could stay at the institution. It is unlikely that her contract will expire at the same time she receives the tenure review decision, and she will likely have to finish out her contract-term. Some institutions allow for applicants who have been denied tenure to seek renewal of their current positions, or to shift to a definitively non-tenure track position. This option is available at many institutions and provides for little change in the faculty member’s life, but carries with it emotional disappointment, professional embarrassment, and career stagnation.

Alternatively, the female faculty member could leave the institution or the profession. This female faculty member would stay until the end of her contract-term and then not seek renewal. She would then find an alternative institution where she could begin the tenure-seeking process again, seek an industry-oriented career, leave the profession entirely to become a primary caregiver in her home, or leave the profession entirely to find an alternate career. The first option most likely means that the candidate will have to start working at a less reputable school. No similarly ranked school will likely take a candidate denied tenure, as that denial carries with it implications of either professional or character failures.\textsuperscript{108} Should the candidate choose the second option, she will likely have a difficult time entering the industry if she has maintained a full-time faculty position without industry-related experience. The most common results involve options three and four. These options relegate well-educated women to careers outside of their expertise and below their deserved pay.

The last option available to a female faculty candidate denied tenure is to appeal the decision. This could be done either through the internal institutional appeals process or through an appeal to

\textsuperscript{107} Id.
\textsuperscript{108} See Hora, supra note 43, at 350-51 (emphasizing that professors who do not receive tenure “may find it impossible to obtain another academic job”).
the judiciary. An appeal to the institution usually involves the candidate appearing before a review committee and presenting her case. The committee may, in a fairly liberal appeals setting, turn over documents to the faculty member with some redactions providing her with insight into the personal details of the decision. The details of the decision may be helpful in revealing the level at which the denial took place (e.g., department review committee, dean, or provost/board of trustees).

Internal institutional appeals are unlikely to result in a positive outcome for the applicant and a reversal of the initial decision. The difficulties of inter-institutional tenure appeals was fully recognized by Dr. Quinetta Shelby, a chemistry professor at DePaul University in Chicago, who tried to appeal her tenure denial. Dr. Shelby had many reputable publications (some that had been cited more than 300 times), was thought of highly by her students, and had been the winner of an NSF CAREER Award. Appallingly, despite her above-average credentials, Dr. Shelby was denied tenure. The internal institutional appeals committee at DePaul found that the Department had changed policies after the tenure review started, some of the female candidate’s publications and awards were not considered despite meeting objective criteria, and that there had been too much of a focus on small negative elements of the application. Despite the appeals committee’s findings that favored Dr. Shelby, the decision to deny her tenure was shockingly upheld.

II. LAWS AND REGULATIONS ON DENIAL OF TENURE

When a female candidate has exhausted institutional appeals, she may attempt to pursue a judicial appeal available to candidates who have been denied tenure. Different statutes provide approaches and remedies to assist a plaintiff seeking redress. The following
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sections address the standard of review in a typical tenure suit, title IX of the Education Amendments, the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause and Equal Protection Clause, and the Civil Rights Acts, Title VII, and the Pregnancy Discrimination Act.

A. Typical Tenure Suit

A typical tenure suit is fairly limited. Courts will ask whether there was “noncompliance with the internal rules of the institution, and whether the decision was made arbitrarily, capriciously, or if it is clearly wrong.” The reviewing court will not focus on the “correctness” of the decision, but only on whether proper procedures were followed by the institution. Usually plaintiffs bringing suit are required to have exhausted their institution’s internal appeals process.

However, it has quickly become obvious that state courts are unwilling to intervene in most tenure and hiring-related decisions. In Hooker v. Tufts University, a female physical education faculty member, Mrs. Hooker, brought suit against Tufts University alleging that she was wrongfully denied tenure pursuant to Title VII. After analyzing all relevant factors, the District Court for the District of Massachusetts found that Mrs. Hooker failed to make an adequate showing of sex discrimination on the tenure issue. In its analysis, the court noted that it was “clearly bound to accord the university decision-makers certain deference.” Similarly, in Keddie v. Pennsylvania, an assistant university professor sued Pennsylvania State University for his tenure denial. In the court’s review of the circumstances, it became evident that a variety of subjective criteria, along with some objective criteria, were used to dismiss him. The criteria considered included publications below.

114 See infra Part II.a.
115 See infra Part II.b.
116 See infra Part II.c.
117 See infra Part II.d.
119 Id.
120 Id; see also Neiman v. Yale Univ., 851 A.2d 1165, 1171-72 (Conn. 2004).
122 Id. at 112.
123 Id. (citing Sweeney v. Bd. of Trs. of Keene State Coll., 569 F.2d 169, 176 (1st Cir. 1978)). The court went on to state, “it is neither appropriate nor necessary for me to make an independent academic evaluation of plaintiff. Rather, the court’s task is to scrutinize defendants’ evaluation in order to ascertain whether it was both procedurally fair and substantively reasonable.” Id.
125 Id. at 1267.
minimum publishing standards, some positive and some negative teaching reviews, and minimal contributions to the service of the University.\footnote{Id. at 1279-81.} His tenure denial was affirmed.\footnote{Id. at 1278.}

A professor-plaintiff is likely to find similar reasoning and outcomes in federal courts. Federal courts have been equally concerned about interfering in tenure and hiring review decisions. In Namenwirth v. Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System,\footnote{Namenwirth v. Bd. of Regents of the Univ. of Wis., 769 F.2d 1235, 1236-37 (7th Cir. 1985).} a female professor brought suit alleging that she had been denied tenure on the basis of her sex. After reviewing the factors, the court could not find clear and convincing evidence that her tenure denial was made on an impermissible basis, and instead the court deferred to the University’s conclusion that she was not well-qualified for the tenured position.\footnote{Id. at 1243.} The court drew a distinction between being a qualified candidate and being a candidate that “ought to have been awarded tenure.”\footnote{Id. at 1242.} A federal court further emphasized this narrow and hands-off approach in Zahorik v. Cornell University.\footnote{Zahorik v. Cornell Univ., 729 F.2d 85 (2d Cir. 1984).} In Zahorik, the court stated that “determination of the required level [of achievement] in a particular case is not a task for which judicial tribunals seem aptly suited.”\footnote{Id. at 93; see also Kunda v. Muhlenberg Coll., 621 F.2d 532, 548 (3d Cir. 1980) (“Determinations about such matters as teaching ability, research scholarship, and professional stature are subjective, and unless they can be shown to have been used as the mechanism to obscure discrimination, they must be left for evaluation by the professionals, particularly since they often involve inquiry into aspects of arcane scholarship beyond the competence of individual judges.”).}

\textbf{B. Title IX of the Education Amendments}

Title IX of the Education Amendments\footnote{Mink Equal Opportunity in Education Act of 1972, 20 U.S.C. §§ 1681-1688 (2010) (“No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any educational program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”).} was passed to prohibit sex discrimination in educational programs and to prevent educational activities endorsing sex discrimination from receiving federal funds.\footnote{Id.} Title IX, like Title VII, covers employees facing
discrimination from an educational institution, but most tenure cases are filed under Title VII.\textsuperscript{135}

Title IX operates by granting federal agencies the authority to promulgate regulations that support the enforcement of the Act’s purposes.\textsuperscript{136} The result of current noncompliance however, is only the discontinuance of federal funding.\textsuperscript{137} Such a lackluster remedy has resulted in suits brought under the Title merely becoming a temporary annoyance to the institution, primarily due to the associated media and news involvement.

C. \textit{The Fourteenth Amendment: The Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses}

i. \textit{The Due Process Clause}

The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution provides “nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law…”\textsuperscript{138} For a plaintiff to show that she has a valid claim, she must show that there is either a property or liberty interest that is entitled to procedural due process.\textsuperscript{139} A property interest may still be valid even if it is not typical tangible property such as real estate, chattels, or money.\textsuperscript{140}

In \textit{Board of Regents of State Colleges v. Roth},\textsuperscript{141} the Supreme Court reviewed a claim by a professor who had been denied tenure pursuant to the Due Process Clause. The Court found his property interest in continued employment insufficient given that there was no university policy or regulation that allowed him this interest in the first place.\textsuperscript{142} Most tenure claims brought pursuant to the Due Process Clause share the same fate as in \textit{Roth}.  

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{135} AAUW Educ. Found. & AAUW Legal Advocacy Fund, supra note 38, at 6, n.2.  
\textsuperscript{136} Mink Equal Opportunity in Education Act, supra note 133, at §1682. The Department of Education is the federal agency that has taken the lead on Title IX enforcement.  
\textsuperscript{137} This is largely an empty threat. The government has not ever actually removed funding from a higher education institution.  
\textsuperscript{138} U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1.  
\textsuperscript{139} Id. See \textit{generally} Cleveland Bd. of Educ. v. Loudermill, 470 U.S. 532 (1985) (holding that the property interest in continued employment may be terminated if there is good cause); Paul v. Davis, 424 U.S. 693 (1976) (creating the caveat that a due process liberty interest may only be found if there is an associated stigma with the deprivation of that liberty interest).  
\textsuperscript{140} See, \textit{e.g.}, Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 264 (1970) (providing the plaintiff with a due process property interest in an intangible entitlement).  
\textsuperscript{141} Board of Regents of State Colleges v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564 (1972).  
\textsuperscript{142} Id. at 578.}
ii. **The Equal Protection Clause**

The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution provides that “[n]o State shall... deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”\(^{143}\)

Based on the legislative history of the amendment, it is clear that the amendment targeted race discrimination and is ambiguous in respect to sex discrimination.\(^{144}\) Nevertheless, equal protection has since been extended to women as a class as a result of the Supreme Court’s decision in *Reed v. Reed*.\(^{145}\)

Discrimination suits are reviewed with a specific scrutiny that is dependent upon the targeted class. The default scrutiny standard, rational basis, evaluates whether a party’s particular contested action is a reasonable means to a legitimate governmental end.\(^{146}\) A heightened scrutiny standard, strict scrutiny, is applied in contexts involving race, affirmative action, religion, ethnicity, and state regulation of aliens.\(^{147}\) Strict scrutiny evaluates whether the law under question is a necessary means to a compelling government end.\(^{148}\)

For a long time, gender discrimination was evaluated under the rational basis standard.\(^{149}\)

The standard of review was arguably changed in the Supreme Court case *United States v. Virginia*.\(^{150}\) In *Virginia*, the Court was asked to review the admissions policy for the Virginia Military Institute and evaluate its constitutionality.\(^{151}\) The Court did so with an “intermediate scrutiny” test.\(^{152}\) The Court described intermediate scrutiny as needing either an “exceedingly persuasive justification”
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\(^{143}\) U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1.


\(^{145}\) Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71, 77 (1971) (finding that estate administrator codes granting mandatory preference to male administrators violated the Equal Protection Clause).


\(^{147}\) See, e.g., Clark v. Jeter, 486 U.S. 456, 461 (1988) (noting that strict scrutiny is applied to classifications based on race or national origin or affecting national origin).


\(^{149}\) See, e.g., Reed, 404 U.S. at 77 (applying the rational basis standard to gender based estate preferences); see also Goesaert v. Cleary, 335 U.S. 464, 466 (1948) (instituting the rational basis standard in a dispute over whether certain women could act as bartenders).


\(^{151}\) Id.

or “substantial relation to an important objective” for the policy at hand. The Court on one occasion titled the requirement “skeptical scrutiny.” Some scholars argue that the Court used “needlessly confusing language” in its opinion and that the standard of review for gender matters remains the rational basis standard.

The Equal Protection Clause has been used on many occasions to challenge sex discrimination. Beginning as early as Reed v. Reed, the Supreme Court found matters of sex discrimination a valid basis for suit. Since Reed, numerous sex discrimination challenges have been brought before the Court based on the Equal Protection Clause. To prevail in an Equal Protection Clause suit, the plaintiff must provide evidence that she was treated differently on the basis of gender from someone else who is prima facie identical in all relevant respects. To assist in this respect, modern courts will also apply a Title VII burden-shifting analysis, discussed in the following section, to determine if there was a violation of the Equal Protection Clause.

Some legal scholars, however, have voiced strong opinions that the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause was “not penned for the goal of preventing sex discrimination.” Justice Scalia, who often employs an originalist interpretive approach to the U.S. Constitution, has stated that “[t]he only issue is whether [the Constitution] prohibits [sex discrimination]. It doesn’t.”

153 Virginia, 518 U.S. at 531.
154 See Bowsher, supra note 152, at 308 (arguing that the judges promoting intermediate scrutiny as the standard of review are mistaken and that the rational basis standard is appropriate).
155 See generally Reed, 404 U.S. 71, 71 (1971) (holding that a “mandatory preference” for of an Idaho law violated the Equal Protection Clause).
157 See Neilson v. D'Angelis, 409 F.3d 100, 104 (2d Cir. 2005); see also Vill. of Willowbrook v. Olech, 528 U.S. 562, 564 (2000).
158 See, e.g., Molthan v. Temple Univ. 778 F.2d 955, 961 (3d Cir. 1985).
160 The Constitution states that there is a “judicial Power” but fails to provide further clues as to what that means. The Supreme Court has attempted to interpret the extent of the judiciary’s authority; as one commentator has said, “[W]ith five votes anything is possible.” Antonin Scalia, The Rule of Law as a Law of Rules, 56 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1175, 1184-85 (1989) (voicing his opinion that originalism and “textual anchors” are necessary for proper judicial interpretation of the law); see also John O. McGinnis & Michael B. Rappaport, Originalism and the Good Constitution, 98 Geo. L.J. 1693, 1695 (2010) (advocating interpreting the Constitution through originalism). But cf. Mitchell N. Berman, Originalism Is Bunk, 84 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1, 24 (2009) (“[O]riginalism threatens
solution, Justice Scalia says, is for active citizens to convince the legislature of the need for laws banning sex discrimination.\(^{161}\)

D. Civil Rights Acts, Title VII, and the Pregnancy Discrimination Act

i. Background

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964\(^{162}\) is the backbone of employment suits involving sex discrimination.\(^{163}\) Under the provision, employers cannot discriminate against employees on the basis of sex without facing legal repercussions.\(^{164}\) Specifically, Title VII prohibits employers from discriminating with respect to hiring, employment terms, or other opportunities because of the individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.\(^{165}\)

Congress intended Title VII to have broad application.\(^{166}\) Title VII has a distinctive legislative history that includes an express congressional intent to apply Title VII broadly, and that its enactment would remedy the nationwide issue of employment discrimination.\(^{167}\) In numerous opinions, courts have highlighted this congressional intent as indicating that the purpose of the Act was to undermine the judiciary’s unique and essential role in our system of government.”).

\(^{161}\) Seidl, supra note 159.


It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer —

(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin; or

(2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants for employment in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

Id. at § 2000e-2(a).

\(^{163}\) See, e.g., Hora, supra note 42, at 351 (stating that discrimination claims for tenure decisions are most commonly made under the Civil Rights Act).


\(^{165}\) Id.


specifically end employment discrimination.\footnote{168} Congress has also on two separate occasions amended Title VII to include further remedies and increase the scope of Title VII.\footnote{169} The provision also had emphatic support from President Nixon, who stated that “discrimination of any kind based on factors not relevant to job performance must be eradicated completely from Federal employment.”\footnote{170}

Alternatively, some women facing gender discrimination may find a sufficient legal remedy through provisions provided by the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978.\footnote{171} The Act amended Title VII and “prohibits discrimination on the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, and related medical conditions.”\footnote{172}

Given that professor-plaintiffs bringing suit have traditionally faced difficulties meeting the necessary discovery burden, courts have ordered that the university-defendants meet the burdens of production.\footnote{173} In \textit{University of Pennsylvania v. EEOC},\footnote{174} the Supreme Court took this discovery issue to heart and definitively disallowed universities special privileges relating to the nondisclosure of hiring or tenure records.\footnote{175} Instead, the burden of production is required to be borne by the academic institution.\footnote{176}

\textit{ii. Analytical Framework of Title VII Claims}

Most sex discrimination cases are brought under Title VII, with plaintiffs taking one or the other of two judicially developed approaches to sex discrimination litigation.\footnote{177} One approach used by plaintiffs seeking remedies for sex discrimination in tenure decisions is often called the “disparate impact” theory.\footnote{178} The disparate impact theory provides remedies for practices that appear facially

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnote{168}{\textit{See}, e.g., \textit{Int'l Bd. of Teamsters v. United States}, 431 U.S. 324, 364 (1977); \textit{see also} \textit{Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody}, 422 U.S. 405, 421 (1975); \textit{see also} \textit{Hart v. J.T. Baker Chem. Co.}, 598 F.2d 829, 831 (3d Cir. 1979); \textit{see also} \textit{Rogers v. EEOC}, 454 F.2d 234, 238 (5th Cir. 1971).}
\footnote{169}{42 U.S.C. § 1981(a) (1994) (amending Title VII by providing plaintiffs with the right to demand jury trials); \textit{see also} 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-1 (1976) (amending Title VII to no longer provide exemptions for educational institutions).}
\footnote{172}{\textit{AAUW Educ. Found. & AAUW Legal Advocacy Fund}, \textit{supra} note 38, at 7, n.3.}
\footnote{173}{\textit{See generally} \textit{Univ. of Pa. v. EEOC}, 493 U.S. 182 (1990).}
\footnote{174}{\textit{Id.} at 182.}
\footnote{175}{\textit{Id.} at 192.}
\footnote{176}{\textit{See id.} at 199-200.}
\footnote{177}{\textit{See AAUW Educ. Found. & AAUW Legal Advocacy Fund}, \textit{supra} note 38, at 6.}
\footnote{178}{\textit{Id.}}
\end{footnotesize}
neutral but actually discriminate against a protected class.\textsuperscript{179} Few tenure cases pursuing the disparate impact theory, however, have been successful.\textsuperscript{180}

The majority of Title VII sex discrimination plaintiffs pursue their claims under the theory of “disparate treatment.”\textsuperscript{181} A disparate treatment claim is available if plaintiffs can prove intentional discrimination by direct or circumstantial evidence.\textsuperscript{182} The process of making the initial prima facie case, and in turn countering all necessary burdens, is sometimes labeled the McDonnell-Douglas context analysis.\textsuperscript{183} To create a prima facie case for discrimination, the plaintiff must prove she: 1) is a member of a protected class; 2) is qualified for the position at hand; 3) suffered an adverse employment action; and 4) was replaced with someone outside the protected class.\textsuperscript{184}

After the prima facie case is met, the burden shifts to the employer who then must provide a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for the employment decision.\textsuperscript{185} According to the Supreme Court’s decision in Texas Dept. of Community Affairs v. Burdine,\textsuperscript{186} the burden has become a less weighty challenge for defendants. A defendant employer must now only provide a nondiscriminatory explanation for the employment decision, and courts do not hear evidence on whether or not the employer’s provided explanation was the actual motivation behind the decision.\textsuperscript{187} Strikingly, the court takes the defendant at its word.\textsuperscript{188}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{179} AAUW Educ. Found. & AAUW Legal Advocacy Fund, supra note 38, at 7; see also Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971) (applying the disparate impact theory to hiring practices involving aptitude tests and high school diploma required for employment that discriminated against a protected class, African American men).
\item \textsuperscript{180} AAUW Educ. Found. & AAUW Legal Advocacy Fund, supra note 38, at 7; see also Campbell v. Ramsay, 631 F.2d 597 (8th Cir. 1980); see also Davis v. Weidner, 596 F.2d 726 (7th Cir. 1979); see also Scott v. Univ. of Del., 601 F.2d 76 (3d Cir. 1979) (all rejecting disparate treatment claims).
\item \textsuperscript{181} AAUW Educ. Found. & AAUW Legal Advocacy Fund, supra note 38, at 7.
\item \textsuperscript{182} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{183} See McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792 (1973).
\item \textsuperscript{184} Id. at 792-93. A showing that a comparable non-protected person received favorable treatment may suffice to satisfy element four. AAUW Educ. Found. & AAUW Legal Advocacy Fund, supra note 39, at 7. Classes sufficient to qualify for element one protected class status are listed by Title VII as race, sex, religion, and national origin. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a)(1).
\item \textsuperscript{185} McDonnell Douglas, 411 U.S. at 802.
\item \textsuperscript{186} Texas Dept. of Comm’y Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248 (1981).
\item \textsuperscript{187} Id. at 260.
\item \textsuperscript{188} Id. at 259. The burden then shifts back to the plaintiff for the remainder of the case. Id. at 248-49.
\end{itemize}
If the employer is able to satisfactorily provide a nondiscriminatory reason, the burden then shifts back to the employee. The plaintiff’s only option is to show that the employer’s presented motivation was a pretext for actual discrimination. The Supreme Court has approached plaintiffs skeptically in sex discrimination suits, which has resulted in a higher burden being placed on these plaintiffs. In *St. Mary’s Honor Center v. Hicks*, the Court noted that even if a plaintiff managed to show that an employer lied about its motivation in making hiring decisions, the plaintiff must further prove that the lie was an effort to further discriminatory practices.

Title VII claims using the McDonnell-Douglas context analysis also require that in the event that a professor-plaintiff proves discriminatory practices are afoot, the professor-plaintiff is also responsible for providing evidence that these discriminatory practices were what led to the tenure denial. In other words, the analysis looks for a nexus between the discrimination and the tenure result. This nexus element has been exceedingly difficult for plaintiffs to prove. In *Harel v. Rutgers*, a plaintiff attempted to prove that two members who submitted reports as part of his tenure review were likely to have discriminated against him because of his Israeli national origin. However, that demonstration was not enough by itself to overcome the pretext element of the McDonnell-Douglas analysis. The court emphasized that the plaintiff would be required to show that there was some link between the faculty with purported anti-Israeli tendencies and alleged deviations from procedure or improper conduct.

A similar fate befell a plaintiff-professor at Cornell University in *Grant v. Cornell University*. Although the plaintiff was able to show that some exchanges had been made between himself and an administrator with racial undertones, the fact that the administrator did not play a role in the tenure decision process rendered the plaintiff’s argument insufficient in establishing discrimination in the actual tenure decision. Most relevant to the discussion at
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195 Id. at 269.
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hand is the case of *Weinstock v. Columbia University*. In *Weinstock*, the female Chemistry professor-plaintiff was able to show that she had been described as “nice” and “nurturing” by members of the tenure review committee. However, evidence of her name being associated with traditionally female phrases by members of the review committee was still not enough to present evidence of discrimination in the tenure decision. The court stated that “‘nice’ and ‘nurturing’ are simply not qualities that are stereotypically female,” and continued to argue that “any reasonable person of either sex would like to be considered ‘nice.’”

A redeeming element of the sex discrimination jurisprudence is available in judicial doctrine surrounding “mixed motive” hiring decisions. If the record before a court reveals both discriminatory and non-discriminatory motives for an employment decision, the court will look to whether “gender was a factor in the employment decision at the moment it was made.” The Court in *Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins* held that evidence of sex discrimination in a mixed motive decision provides direct evidence of discrimination. Such a finding does not then require a plaintiff to demonstrate pretext.

### iii. Evidence of Discrimination Sufficient for a Title VII Claim

Generally, courts hear two types of evidence in order to prove sex discrimination, including gender stereotyping and procedural irregularities. Gender stereotyping may be described as including “the use of gendered words to describe an employee, or general assumptions based on the individual’s gender.” Procedural irregularities may constitute changes or alterations in employment decisions based on an individual’s gender.
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III. INHERENT AND DIRECT DISCRIMINATION IN TENURE REVIEW PROCESSES FOR STEM FEMALE FACULTY MEMBERS AND THE FAILURE OF JUDICIAL APPEALS

At even the most prestigious STEM institutions, tenure-track female faculty members face bias capable of negatively influencing either their Tenure Factors or the tenure decision-making process. The bias that these women face is documented as both unintentional and actual discrimination, and the bias is pervasive in both private and public institutions. Female faculty members who face these destructive biases, however, have found little success in either federal or state litigation. The following discussion reviews the challenges facing female STEM faculty regarding unintentional bias, actual discrimination, and family & timing bias and the corresponding failure of the judicial process in providing adequate remedies for these female faculty members.

A. DISCRIMINATION AND BIAS IN STEM FACULTY WORKPLACES THAT INFLUENCE FEMALE TENURE DECISIONS

While maintaining active STEM faculty positions, women face unintentional bias from their environments that influence Tenure Factors and departmental recommendations. With respect to the teaching Tenure Factor, most female faculty are surrounded by peers and students who are unaccustomed to interacting with females in more typically masculine roles. Studies have shown that women have a narrower range of socially acceptable personalities than men and females at institutions have found that there is “an expectation of niceness, sweetness. It’s everywhere. Students, collaborators all make this mistake.” Women are also often placed in either undesirable teaching positions or teaching positions that vary dramatically from semester to semester, causing women to spend significantly more time on lecture preparation than their colleagues.

The most important of the Tenure Factors, research, is also often affected by unintentional bias. The research factor places great weight on publication, and even more so on publication in prestigious journals. Prestigious publications, however, may be harder for
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212 See infra Part III.b.
213 Sch. of Sci. & Sch. of Eng’g, Mass. Inst. of Tech., A Report on the Status of Women Faculty in the Schools of Science and Engineering at MIT, 2011 16 (2011) [hereinafter MIT Report](noting that another woman in the study restated the other premise that “the acceptable personality range is narrower for women than men”).
214 Id. at 24.
these STEM female faculty candidates to secure: studies suggest that applications face inherent bias when associated with traditional female names. The research factor is often bolstered by general acceptance in the applicant’s field. This again puts female tenure applicants at a disadvantage. Men tend to boast about and draw attention to their successes, but women tend to devalue their successes or attribute them to luck. To complicate the situation, other parties writing letters of recommendation for women will also tend to downplay the candidate’s intellectual characteristics and focus instead on the applicant’s temperament.

The research factor mainly considers the variables of funding and collaboration. Women also fall behind in both of these driving forces due to unintentional bias. Women are provided with fewer funding opportunities and do not necessarily feel comfortable filling out as many grant requests. In the collaboration realm, one female faculty member at MIT stated that “many men who are in positions of power within and outside MIT still only work with men, or with women ten or more years younger than they are, but seldom seem able to work with women their own age as equals.” These women also have a hard time finding collaborative partners outside of the country because the science programs in other countries are even less accepting of the female STEM community than those in the U.S.

In terms of service, which is often the least important Tenure Factor, women sometimes come out ahead. Frustratingly, this does nothing to put women ahead of their male colleagues who have spent more time focusing on “research” and “teaching.” Women at many institutions have expressed concern that they are “on too many committees” and that up to “25-50% of … research time was wasted.” Some of the women on these panels and committees are not even necessarily comfortable with the fact that female candidates are asked to discuss their personal issues in work/life panels, while men are able to keep their work and personal lives
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217 See, e.g., MIT Report, supra note 213, at 14 (“The proportion [of a recommendation letter] devoted to intellectual brilliance compared to temperament is much less than for men.”).
218 Id. at 17 (“[T]here were some concerns that women did not ask for resources as frequently as men, and did not have the same level of support.”).
219 Id. at 13.
220 Id. (“My field is bad [for women] in Europe.”).
221 Id. at 6, 16.
The “service” component also seems to take away time from women that could be used to seek “lucrative consultancies.”

Despite the hyper-involvement of women in panels and committees, there is still a severe lack of female representation in academic leadership roles.

These unintentional biases in Tenure Factors are further compounded by the departmental tenure recommendation process, which also has some inherent biases. The statistics cannot lie: the STEM higher education departments are stacked with male faculty. The departmental tenure review committees are therefore filled with men. These male-dominated decision-making groups perpetuate the problem as they “give too much weight to paper credentials, overvalue old-boy connections, and mismeasure the quality of written work.” And these male-dominated decisions are not only made at the departmental level, but are perpetuated throughout the entire tenure review chain, where each reviewer (university presidents, provosts, and trustees) has another opportunity to lay down a decision adverse to the female STEM candidate’s interests.

At some STEM academic institutions, female faculty also must deal with actual discrimination in their environment before and during their tenure decision process. First of all, there is direct evidence that some men in STEM higher education environments are unresponsive to the influx of female faculty members. At Princeton University, 24% of the women faculty in natural science and engineering reported that their colleagues “occasionally” or “frequently” engage in unprofessional behavior on gender-related matters.

Around the same number of responses indicated that their colleagues “occasionally” or “frequently” excluded women. In addition to the direct confrontation issues, there is evidence of intentional redirection of women away from research. MIT has gone so far as to tell its department heads that they must ensure that teaching and committee assignments are fair and that faculty mem-
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227 Id. at 4; see also MIT Report, supra note 213, at 17 (“The senior [male] STEM faculty [at MIT] split into three groups: (1) those with no respect for women; (2) those that think they are inclusive; and (3) those that get it. Things are changing.”).
bers are treated with respect.”

Women attempting to research also often find themselves with smaller or unequal allotments of laboratory space, and they are regularly excluded from group research grants or doctoral committees.

Actual discrimination is also currently being introduced more formally into some tenure decisions with the addition of “collegiality” as a Tenure Factor. Women regularly report that they do not find their departments to be as comfortable of an environment as that reported by their male counterparts. Such feelings of unease may be compounded by the salary differentials in place at most institutions. A Princeton publication revealed that across the board in natural sciences, physical sciences, life sciences, and engineering from 1991 to 2003, women have received lower salaries than men. Data shows that there has not been a distinguishable improvement over time in narrowing the gap between these salaries.

In addition to actual and unintentional bias, female faculty members also regularly face bias that results from their responses to institutional policies regarding tenure timing and family matters. As a result of their childcare, partner, and familial roles, female STEM faculty face responses from other faculty that range from unintentional bias to actual discrimination. The pressure on these women has possibly contributed to female STEM faculty falling statistically below the national average marriage rates and averages for children.

Some women face actual discrimination from older colleagues stating that they will “not get tenure if [they are] bouncing a kid on [their] knee at night.”

---
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their automatic tenure extension for childbirth or adoption.\textsuperscript{234} In systems without automatic tenure extensions, STEM female faculty have been so concerned about bias that they have passed up the option to take an extension and instead subjected themselves to the demands of work and simultaneous infant-rearing.\textsuperscript{235}

B. Appeals to the Judicial Process Yield Few Positive Results for Females Denied Tenure

Despite the broad range of available legal statutes and remedies for combatting the obvious bias and discrimination facing these female faculty members, appeals to the judicial process fail on a fairly consistent basis. Appeals to the judicial process fail for two main reasons. First, the judiciary has taken an anti-interventionist stance to appeals, and instead acts with a great deal of deference to tenure decisions.\textsuperscript{236} Second, there are numerous difficulties plaintiffs encounter while bringing either a basic tenure suit or a suit alleging disparate treatment pursuant to Title VII.\textsuperscript{237} Although tenure applicants are not left without any available remedy, it is usually true that the scope of available remedies is predominately available outside of the judicial arena.\textsuperscript{238}

i. Inordinate Judicial Deference is Given to Defendants in Tenure Suits

Federal and state judges respond to tenure suits with great deference towards the “academic freedom of the universities.”\textsuperscript{239} Tenure itself was advanced in the 1950s and 1960s as the solution to the “academic freedom” issues and also to recruit candidates into faculty careers at a time when university faculty was in high demand.\textsuperscript{240}

\textsuperscript{234} Id. at 25 (“Many women are concerned about how their male colleagues view [automatic tenure extensions for women] and also about how it would affect letter writers for a promotion case.”).

\textsuperscript{235} Zakian et al., supra note 226, at 4 (“[S]ix men and one woman in the Natural Sciences and Engineering requested a tenure extension . . . [W]omen faculty who had younger children while at Princeton . . . were much more likely than their male colleagues to view such extensions as detrimental (27.8% versus 3.8%).”).

\textsuperscript{236} See infra Part III.b.i.

\textsuperscript{237} See infra Part III.b.ii.

\textsuperscript{238} See infra Part III.b.iii.

\textsuperscript{239} Hora, supra note 42, at 350.

\textsuperscript{240} Id. Academic freedom is connected to the argument that “[i]nstitutions of higher education are conducted for the common good and not to further the interest of either the individual teacher or the institution as a whole. The common good depends upon the free search for truth and its free exposition.” Am. Assoc. of Univ. Professors 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure with 1970 Interpretive Comments 3 (1970), available at...
federal and state courts.241 Almost across the board, courts have held that “academic standards should not be compromised by discrimination allegations, even when those standards excluded many qualified candidates from the hiring and tenure process.”242 The denial of effective tenure review has also predominately eviscerated many claims under Title VII.243 The courts have somehow begun to give academic freedom the amount of deference given to a freedom in the Bill of Rights. Academic freedom, however, is not and should not be afforded any higher level of deference. Tenure discrimination suits need to be treated like any other discrimination suit.244

ii. Plaintiffs in Tenure Suits Encounter Extreme Barriers to Remedies

Plaintiffs in tenure discrimination suits tend to face extreme barriers in the judicial process including methods of analysis, burden-shifting, and other barriers inherent to tenure review. Plaintiffs to typical discrimination suits proceeding under Title VII have the option to proceed either with a “disparate treatment” approach or with a “disparate impact” approach. Due to the more favorable treatment by courts of the disparate treatment analysis, most tenure plaintiffs proceed with this approach. The disparate treatment theory, unfortunately, has not been kind to tenure discrimination plaintiffs. Tenure discrimination plaintiffs have an extremely difficult time finding a “similarly situated” employee for the analysis, and so as a result, the challenges almost always ultimately fail.245 However, tenure plaintiffs are also unable to turn to disparate impact analysis because outside of “industry” situations, disparate impact analysis is not triggered.246

Faculty appealing tenure decisions also face burden-shifting issues that arise during a disparate treatment analysis. Although the burden of production is on the defendant-institution, the plaintiff is still charged with having to prove discrimination amid a myriad
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244 Id.; see also 1 EMP’T DISCRIM. COORD. ANALYSIS OF FEDERAL LAW § 19:94 (2012) (stating that courts have gone too far and that this is sometimes seen as a “judicial abdication of the responsibility entrusted to the courts”).
245 See, e.g., Lawrence v. Curators of the Univ. of Mo., 204 F.3d 807, 809-10 (8th Cir. 2000).
of subjective factors. Proving that a university made an unreasonable decision from a list of factors is considerably more difficult than analyzing a decision to see if it is a reasonable one.

Additionally, tenure discrimination plaintiffs are plagued with the difficulties of proving discrimination in light of an institution's subjective explanations for tenure decisions, the difficulty in proving a nexus between discrimination and a tenure decision, and the complications of tenure review. Courts themselves allow subjective explanations from universities because they consider their own opinions, including that of the judge and/or the jury, unqualified to make hiring decisions. Most courts also require plaintiffs to prove that discrimination was the reason for the tenure decision, even where evidence of some discrimination or bias is clear. The process is further complicated by the court-imposed requirements that relate to the structure of the tenure decision process. Candidates who have been denied tenure are often required to show that discrimination was evinced at every level of the tenure decision process including, the departmental review committee, the Dean of the institution, and the provost/board of Trustees. Since they only have access to redacted files and personal experiences, candidates often face an insurmountable challenge.

Potential Tenure Suit Plaintiffs Have Found Better Remedies Outside of the Judicial Process

Given the extreme failings of the judicial process, STEM female faculty members appear to have few remedies that remain available. Nonetheless, previous generations of women have noticed the trend of judicial failure and still have managed to recover substantial awards. The catch is that these awards have been recovered predominately outside of the judicial arena.

One option available to female faculty, particularly if there are several female faculty members in similar situations, is to organize a class action lawsuit against the institution. Institutions deal in reputation, not only money, so to quash an untimely and large, female driven lawsuit against the university, most cases will settle quickly. The threat of a class action lawsuit was enough to drive a

---
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settlement for a group of female faculty at University of Minnesota that increased their salaries.\textsuperscript{252} The University of Minnesota female faculty members were also able to keep their jobs.

Another option available to STEM female faculty is to conduct a media blitz to draw attention to the unequal conduct at the institution. A media blitz action was prompted by a group of female faculty at MIT, and it resulted in recognition from the university president that there had been misconduct, and restitution was ordered.\textsuperscript{253} These examples of alternate options not only show resourcefulness on behalf of female faculty members, but also demonstrate how hard it is for female faculty to effectively challenge policies and practices around tenure.

\section*{IV. Remedies: Approaches to Cure the Deficiency of Tenured STEM Female Faculty}

A solution must be generated to assist these disadvantaged intellectual women, and it is readily apparent that the state and federal judicial process is not the appropriate method for change. Several factors that lead to tenure decision bias are easily recognizable and an institution’s elimination of these causes may assist women in achieving tenure without resorting to drastic and useless formal measures. However, fair and strict informal and formal measures must be implemented to induce institution compliance.\textsuperscript{254}

To implement these measures, I propose a multi-faceted solution. First, there must be more accountability in the tenure review process.\textsuperscript{255} Accountability can be increased by requiring Title IX Compliance Reviews of Tenure, and by the monitoring of tenure reviews by a network of interested professionals. Second, there must be immediate institutional procedural and substantive changes to tenure review.\textsuperscript{256} Internal review procedures must be implemented at all STEM higher-level institutions and these procedures must at least address changes in hiring processes. Third, interested professional organizations or government institutions must initiate anew

\footnotesize{\emph{Female Scientists Bond Over MIT Bias, Become a Catalyst for Change}, USA TODAY, July 27, 1999, at 1D).}

\textsuperscript{252} \textit{Id.} at 355.

\textsuperscript{253} \textit{Id.} at 356.

\textsuperscript{254} See \textbf{1 Em\textsuperscript{p}t Discr\textsuperscript{i}m. Coord. Analysis of Federal Law}§ 1994 (2012) ("[U]se of fair and established procedures that standardize a decision-making process can rid a process that relies on subjective elements of the arbitrariness that concerns some courts.").

\textsuperscript{255} See \textit{infra} Part IV.a.
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conversations about why tenure exists. In many ways, the goals of tenure are incidentally stifled by the tenure review process and the nation is largely unsupportive of tenure grants. Fourth, judicial appeals procedures on both federal and state levels need to be more thorough, particularly with respect to Title VII claims. The judiciary often deals in specialized matters, and appeals from tenure review should not be an exception. I further describe each part of my multi-faceted proposal below.

A. Increasing Accountability in the Tenure Review Process

To increase accountability in the tenure review processes, I propose increasing Title IX Compliance Reviews of Tenure and instituting a compulsory tenure filing process with the American Association of University Professors (AAUP). Title IX has become a largely toothless threat to most higher educational institutions. Title IX, however, is administered by an administrative agency (the Department of Education) and funded in part by NASA. These agency bodies are capable of imposing and enforcing requirements on recipients of federal monies. NASA has begun this process by initiating what it calls “Title IX onsite review of STEM departments.” NASA currently provides around 1 billion dollars to approximately 600 institutions. To provide the requisite compliance with Title IX, NASA has fielded these onsite reviews at many institutional STEM departments to “ensure equal opportunities, regardless of gender in STEM programs, and may have application institution-wide.” Nevertheless, NASA can do more for the STEM female faculty seeking tenure. NASA has Title IX statutory au-
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authority to perform more in-depth reviews of either tenure decisions or the tenure decision-making process, and all it is currently doing is reminding institutions of their need to self-evaluate such procedures. NASA or the Department of Education needs to create a set of criteria that it will use to review tenure decision-making processes at STEM institutions, publish and promote those criteria, and enforce those criteria by expanding NASA’s onsite reviews to include review of appeals procedures for candidates denied tenure because of bias.

Another way to increase accountability for these tenure decision-making processes is to institute a compulsory filing system with a third party for all STEM higher education institutions, preferably an interested party with active members like AAUP. Finding the policies and procedures for tenure review decisions for Part I of this discussion was challenging, and several STEM institutions were not selected for discussion solely because their policies and procedures were either extremely difficult to find or unavailable to the general public. By instituting a mandatory filing system with AAUP for three specific documents per institution, faculty seeking appointments at STEM institutions may be better able to play to their strengths in the tenure process. It should be mandatory that institutions file at least the following three documents, including faculty position titles and their relationships to tenure tracks, tenure factors and criteria that constitute the tenure decision-making process, and the tenure decision-making procedure.

B. Internal Institutional Changes

STEM schools should also initiate internal changes in institutional procedures. This proposal is really nothing new, because STEM institutions are already charged to do so by Title IX. However, I propose that all STEM institutions rise to meet these inherent biases and actual discrimination matters head on. Some relevant part states that a recipient shall not: “(b) Maintain or establish separate lines of progression, seniority lists, career ladders, or tenure systems based on sex, or (c) Maintain or establish separate lines of progression, seniority systems, career ladders, or tenure system for similar jobs, position descriptions, or job requirements that classify persons on the basis of sex, unless sex is a bona fide occupation qualification for the positions…”).


Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Sex in Education Programs or Activities Receiving Federal Financial Assistance, 14 C.F.R. § 1253.110(c) (2012).
schools, like MIT and Princeton, have already begun the process of doing so and they have released public reports containing the results of their self-studies. By implementing self-reporting procedures, these schools were able to investigate institution-specific causes of the bias and identify areas to change. At both Princeton and MIT, self-reporting publications have noted the importance of making changes to the hiring process. The publications have suggested that the faculty and hiring committees consider women with non-traditional backgrounds and also women who are not necessarily applying for the position at hand.

Some schools, like UMCP, UMI, and Purdue, have started a National Science Foundation (NSF)-sponsored effort called “ADVANCE,” which has as a core mission of “ensuring that women faculty with earned STEM degrees consider academia as a viable and attractive career option.” However, ADVANCE “does not support projects to increase or retain the number of women entering into or persisting in STEM doctoral degree programs.” Although the goals of ADVANCE appear to vary from institution to institution, the program seems like another viable option to assist in the creation and implementation of self-reporting guidelines regarding tenure decision processes.

C. The Applicability of Tenure in Modern-Day Society

Tenure is effectively a secondary employment review that is performed absent any legal ramifications, which are more typically associated with an initial employment review. Tenure decisions are extremely deferential to academic institutions because courts recognize that the end result of the tenure process encourages free speech and “academic freedom.” However, to achieve tenure, the candidate must successfully navigate the three Tenure Factors and wait for the duration of the tenure review process to expire for the grant or denial of tenure. At most reputable institutions, an emphasis is placed on the research Tenure Factor, and the scholarship investigated by the faculty member must achieve critical and
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community acclaim. Not all work in all fields is capable of achieving community acclaim necessary to be granted tenure at an excellent institution. The result is that some of the brightest scientific minds in the country are not being allowed to fully explore the subject matter that interests them. That is undoubtedly not academic freedom. Additionally, the current trend in higher education institutions has been to increase the term length of the tenure process to accommodate familial needs. By increasing the tenure review period, there is now a longer time during which the faculty members are restricted in their intellectual pursuits. Modern STEM higher education institutions are seemingly stifling academic freedom by continuing the tenure process.

Additionally, a large majority of the American population does not support the tenure process. In a poll instituted by the American Association of University Professors, 82% of Americans wanted to modify or eliminate tenure. From an associated Zogby poll, 65.3% of Americans also believe that non-tenured professors do a better job. The disagreement between the American population and the university faculty of the United States undoubtedly can be boiled down to two Tenure Factors. University faculty care about research, not teaching, and the American population is predominately composed of people who have been at one time or who currently are students. Students care about teaching. The reason that university faculty focus on research over teaching is largely because an impressive research portfolio is more likely to be weighed heavily during the review process for a tenure position at the institution. This leaves students, on occasion, with untenured professors who ignore them to focus on their research or tenured professors who are “lazy” and “soak up campus resources and block energetic underlings from advancement.”

Given academic tenure’s inability to provide academic freedom to a generation of young, bright, and willing STEM faculty in higher education, and also given the American population’s concern and need for better teachers, not researchers, it is time for tenure itself to “be up for review.”
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D. Changing Results and Attitudes From Judicial Appeals

Title VII challenges to tenure denials are plagued with obstacles, predominately those imposed by the federal and state judiciary. As stated before, these denials of effective adjudication run contrary to the original purpose of Title VII, which was to avoid discrimination in higher education institutions because discrimination there, “more than in any other area, tend[s] to promote misconceptions leading to future patterns of discrimination.” In providing a higher degree of judicial deference to tenure decisions as well as by shifting the burden of proof to the plaintiff, courts have made it increasingly difficult for Title VII suits to be successfully litigated. Courts need to fundamentally alter both of these policies. First of all, courts should not always defer to a college or university’s tenure decisions. Rather, they should treat these tenure decisions with the same deference that they treat an initial employment decision. Second, courts should place the burden of proof on the universities to prove non-discrimination. Given the subjectivity of every tenure decision-making process, the current standard of requiring the plaintiff to prove discrimination is too high. By reversing the roles and requiring the STEM institution to provide evidence that it has made a reasonable decision in light of all relevant circumstances provided in its tenure policy, courts may review the totality of the circumstances and then determine the reasonableness of the decision.

Conclusion

Female faculty in STEM academia face inherent bias and actual discrimination on a regular basis, and these biases are capable of affecting the tenure decision-making process. When female faculty face tenure discrimination in higher education STEM settings, the remedy least likely to yield positive results involves petitioning a court to review the tenure decision. A plethora of statutes have been promulgated that are capable of dealing with employment and sexual discrimination evident in the tenure process. However,
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these statutes are regularly disregarded due to judicial deference to university tenure decisions.\textsuperscript{285}

To promote the accessibility of tenure track positions to female faculty members in STEM areas, higher education institutions and the federal government need to implement measures that are capable of providing equal opportunity to both female tenure track applicants and their male counterparts.\textsuperscript{286} Such measures will increase accountability in the tenure decision process;\textsuperscript{287} procedurally and substantively alter the internal institution tenure process;\textsuperscript{288} drive conversations about discarding the tenure process entirely;\textsuperscript{289} and alter the judiciary’s response to tenure discrimination claims.\textsuperscript{290}

By creating an equal playing field for men and women in STEM higher education, there is hope that the next generation of females will advance into STEM careers and accordingly decrease the gender pay gap.\textsuperscript{291}
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